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When I started practicing Tai Chi there were very few Tai Chi books – general treatments,

some translations (sometimes uncited or referenced), many introductions, and many pictures;

not much discussion. Astoundingly, after decades, there is still a lack of discussion. It just

hasn’t come forth.One of the topics needed to be discussed is the use of the mind. Someone

can learn the sketch of a Tai Chi form, but be unable to exploit it for the normal purposes of Tai

Chi practice. Culture gets in the way; mental culture. If no explanation is forthcoming, the

impetus of one’s own personal mental culture persists in the mind, and occupies the mental

space that should be devoted to mental practice.This book targets this issue. If it is successful,

the practicing student (not the once-a-week student) will learn how to use their head, mind,

and will. This ability will cause significant changes if it is used. No longer will the student feel

like they are an unwelcome guest in this art. They will own it; and just so, they will own

something much more meaningful than simple martial art. They will own a deeply meaningful

feature of their mind. Many Tai Chi students actually want this from their practice, but don’t ask

the question: ‘how do I use my mind?’ or balk at formulating the question. All sorts of things can

hobble this sort of communication, not just language and culture.Success in this feature of Tai

Chi is the ability to run the mind, wield the mind, and wield the brain. This is a large and deep

field in its own right, and this book should be seen as a simple introduction to an essential part

of the art. You will be successful at the primary technique when you can do it and sustain the

function.
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197 Preface In my own case, after 1½ years of Tai Chi practice, I began spiritualizing

my art. I didn’t know what was happening, and I had no name for the process. I thought

everyone – especially the Chinese students – spiritualized their art. I was wrong. I practiced a

lot, and I felt a desire to do it, so I went forward. My teacher gave me subtle encouragement

and guided me with hints, little confirmations, and discipline. Tai Chi naturally involves

a sort of spiritualization, but many students refuse it. As I write, this aspect of Tai Chi is being

clouded by the forces of history and economy. But many westerners are consistently interested

in Tai Chi as a quasi-spiritual practice, and are likely frustrated at the gap in the literature

where there should be a book. This is an effort to fill that gap. It is for specific reasons

that the theme of spiritualization in Tai Chi is obscure. Chinese spirituality, Taoist spirituality,

martial arts spirituality, and energy spirituality are all obscure. How could Tai Chi spirituality not

be obscure? Add partisan politics, and the reasons are clear. However, these reasons,

perceived from the Chinese side, don’t actually correspond to the major points of interest in Tai

Chi spirituality from the western side. So there is also a disconnect between the cultures that

complicates the refusals to teach and learn. These refusals are profound, and

overcome with difficulty. They extend to a metaphysics, an epistemology, and a moral

philosophy, not to mention the unique humanism deeply integrated in the internal martial arts.



Another confusing influence is the adoption of Buddhism by many internal martial arts teachers

and practitioners, which introduces yet another confusing theme. My hope is to clarify some of

these issues. RA 25 April 2012 Introduction The type of spirituality

encountered in Tai Chi studies isn’t consistent. It can vary considerably from teacher to teacher.

But this has to be understood in an oriental context. If western spiritualities and philosophy are

used as standards, wild discrepancies regarding fundamental concepts can wreak havoc in the

ideas generated by western Tai Chi students. Achieving a large enough base of

oriental knowledge to generate a functioning oriental ‘world’ of one’s own is a considerable

challenge. Before this happens, many students insist on using western standards and ideas,

which may eventually aver to being skewed or plain wrong. Typical of this insistence is the

(sometimes unvoiced) claim that internal energy isn’t real, and internal martial art is just a

training system. But parallel to this insistence (or refusal) regarding internal energy is another,

deeper insistence regarding spirit. In the classic paradigm of evolution in the internal

school, spirit is directly linked to energy. This link is completely absent from western spirituality.

The insistence in question is that spirit – as conceived in the classic Chinese paradigm – isn’t

real, it is just a mental training system. These two refusals touch the disconnect

between the physics and the metaphysics of the two civilizations. But because of the

confusions introduced by the politics, economics, and history of martial art, this disconnect can

be confused. It is important to distinguish culture from metaphysics. Embarking on a

program of spiritualization using Tai Chi as an engine of change is a considerable task, and

there is no intrinsic limit, except death. Many students think they can use Tai Chi for energy,

and Buddhism or Christianity as their spiritual source. This deserves reflection. It is my hope to

provide details to help in these reflections. Spiritualization Spiritualization is a process

of elevation. By efforts, an individual may increase their level of existence, to a higher spiritual

level. In western spirituality, because of the particularities of western monotheistic spiritualities

and their relationship to Greek philosophy and science, this higher spiritual level is

disconnected from the body. Buddhism and Hinduism also share certain themes of

disconnection from the body with western monotheism. Yoga and Taoism stand separate as

spiritualities that embrace the body. But the internal martial arts are an extreme version of a

spirituality that embraces the body. Many observers of the internal martial arts refuse

to believe there is a viable version of spirituality in these arts. Not all of these observers are

western. Within Chinese culture, many many people believe Taoism and every Taoist discipline

– while real – isn’t connected to a real version of spirituality. Virtually all over China, Buddhism

is revered as the only real spirituality. But in honesty, Buddhism is much more concerned with

the mass of the people, while Taoism isn’t. This politics has made Buddhism well-known, and

Taoism esoteric. The internal martial arts are also esoteric. Whether or not a spirituality

is available to the public in one form or another has an effect on how the public views it.

Burmese alchemy, for instance, won’t be classified as a real spirituality by the vast bulk of the

world, because it is so esoteric. But that has nothing to do with its spiritual potential.

Furthermore, it has to be recognized that spiritualization is far from being the goal of most

internal martial arts students. This deserves explanation. There are many wanna-be

spiritualizers; people who ‘wish they could’, but who won’t commit the time or money necessary

to the project. Some of these people implicitly insist they don’t need to study internal martial art

per se, that they can spiritualize their Tai Chi practice without studying. This is a simple denial

of the internal school. They pretend there is no internal school that they might need to become

familiar with, and then use an idea inside their practice instead of practicing. This way, they

substitute praxis for practice, and insist that praxis is superior to practice. This way, they copy



and extend western civilization’s attitude towards learning and spirituality: ‘the idea is the

essence, not the realization’. But it isn’t. In the case of spiritualization through Tai Chi

practice, realization is the essence, not the idea. The connection with the denial of the internal

school is that many so-called ‘spiritualizers’ deny that they have to actually go through the

processes of realizing spirit the way it is done in the internal school. They opt for practicing

ideas instead of real things. This is easier, and produces a comforting ‘false positive’

result. This result is due to forms design, and its effect on the body and mind and

energy, not to spiritualization. This recognition is difficult because, it exposes insufficiency in

most students. The insufficiency is in the realization of the art. It is relatively easy to learn

forms; but difficult to master just one. The ‘false positive’ effect is what the bulk of Tai Chi

practitioners enjoy and benefit from. They don’t understand the art and so can’t practice it

correctly. Nearly all Tai Chi students and practitioners can’t realize their art. So any one of this

type of student, who wishes to ‘spiritualize’ through their Tai Chi practice has to use an idea (or

ideas) extraneous to their practice. And this is what we see, over and over in the Tai Chi

community; people who take themes from other disciplines and spiritualities, graft them onto

their Tai Chi practice (usually at the level of the mind, the breath, or the energy) and generate a

hybrid art, that doesn’t require nearly the amount of effort, and gives the student the

impression of discovery and exploration within their practice (which isn’t practice any longer at

all, but innovation). This is usually done because the student wants to spiritualize

without going through the steps to spiritualization. This wrong approach is usually due to a

philosophical mistake: the idea is more important than the realization. In the internal martial

arts, this isn’t true. The reality is more important than the idea. This philosophical disconnect

between the west and the internal martial arts is refused by many students as simply false.

They might also refuse to show up in the present and use their will. This philosophical issue

affects many students, especially if they are scientifically-trained. Because they are trained to

use and trust ideas, they never grasp the subjective side of these arts, insisting on an objective

approach. (Ideas are internally-held objects.) In the extreme case, multiple decades go by, and

they still can’t (because of refusal) function subjectively in the internal realm. This

means they can’t do internal work, and perforce, can’t spiritualize. As long as they refuse to do

internal work, they will be unable to accomplish internal work. Many Tai Chi students don’t

recognize they actually reject the internal school. They practice, but they insist that the art is a

form, and reject the notion the art is much more. They might go for years and never internalize

their art a bit, as if it were exercise. If such a student then tries to spiritualize their art, without

passing through the stage of internalization, they run a strong risk of deviating from the normal

path forward. Dizziness, disorientation, nausea, bad temper, anxiety, egoism,

aggression, love of hurting, and love of exploitation are symptoms of falling off the normal path.

Many varieties of these symptoms present themselves in the Tai Chi community, and can be

exemplified by Christians, Muslims, Buddhists, Scientists, Nihilists, Atheists, Agnostics, etc. In

most cases, this sort of deviation is caused by putting ideas ahead of practice: praxis ahead of

realization. All these exemplars are simply using western philosophy inside internal martial

art. The case of Buddhism is important. Trying to use Buddhism during Tai Chi practice

is an expression of western philosophy: praxis over realization. Many Tai Chi practitioners who

also practice Buddhism do this. They try to Buddhist-ize their Tai Chi. But immediately, they exit

from the normal path forward. They ceased the effort to internalize when they started to

Buddhist-ize. If they think their effort to Buddhist-ize their Tai Chi is the same as spiritualization,

they might have fallen victim to some Buddhist scripture of an absolutist nature, claiming

everything is Buddhist. In particular, the effort to approach Tai Chi through Buddhism, though it



is the most widespread sort of deviation in the internal martial arts, remains a deviant

approach. Tai Chi should be approached on its own terms. Spiritualization through Tai

Chi practice is built on the processes of internalization, which are typical processes in the

internal martial arts: cultivation, standing, walking, exercise and forms. If internalization isn’t

engaged as part of the art, the spirit won’t even appear, and spiritualization is a virtual

impossibility. Spirit and The Spirit In the classic paradigm of evolution in the internal

school, energy produces spirit (‘chi’ makes ‘shen’). However, this is confusing. The confusion

comes from the fact there is a stable feature of mind (normally speaking) that is also known as

‘the spirit’, but which is strengthened by spirit, while not being the same as spirit. This can be

understood in this way: spirit is food for the spirit, but the spirit remains, whether it is fed or

not. Increasing spirit is a major part of spiritualization, but the spirit is the hand that

wields. What does the spirit wield? Spirit, mind, energy, blood, and the body. Discovering the

spirit’s capacity to wield can be like stumbling on a new world; a world full of new things and

possibilities. Only some of the students of the internal martial arts care to explore this new

world. Because it is quite real, and not very idealized at all, it intimidates some of the students

because it is dependent on power; spiritual power. This is a sticking point for many educated

western people. Their idea of spirituality is usually not marbled with any notions of power at all.

They often think all spirituality has to be idealized, and separated from the body. What

spiritual power is, exactly, is difficult to understand if it hasn’t been experienced. The spirit has

to be active, and it has to be charged with spirit. The activity of the spirit is part of the problem

for western people. For westerners, thinking and the self often stand in for the spirit, so its

natural charge gets weak. In some cases, the self runs the life instead of the spirit. Then, when

the spirit starts to work, a sort of new horizon within all of life can become apparent, and

virtually no one will be sympathetic to this revolution. ‘Mid-life crisis’, etc. will be used to

describe a sudden surge of spirit that makes a person suddenly dissatisfied with the range and

scope of the contents of his or her life. No one will even imagine it could be a mid-life growth

spurt based on spirit and spiritual maturation; because spirit and the spirit hardly correspond to

anything in the west. This makes spiritual evolution a risky thing. It can blow up families

easily if the new authority deriving from spiritual fitness bursts forth suddenly as a sort of

crusade for ‘the right’. Yet the will to spiritual freedom prompts many seekers for spiritual health

to become ‘righteous’. This ‘righteousness’ is an intrinsic danger associated with spiritual

evolution. When the spirit becomes active, and it has sufficient spirit to control an

appreciable swath of the mind, it can start to feel free, strong, and knowing. It is the knowing

aspect that makes it susceptible to becoming righteous. Knowing more than it used to, it gets

full of the flush of discovery, novelty, and ‘the new truth’. This makes new converts of any stripe

somewhat insufferable. People don’t usually recognize that the internal martial arts can

produce new converts, but this is very very true. If a new student practices correctly, intensely,

in large volume, and is young enough, he or she will burst forth onto the new horizons of spirit,

with potentially life-shattering consequences. If a marriage and children are in place, the new

spirituality of internal martial arts practice can put the family at risk. The practitioner will seem

like a cultist, not a spiritual seeker. Very little sympathy will extend to a thirst for spiritual

knowledge from the internal martial arts. On the other hand, activating the spirit can

easily be targeted and tamed. Sufficient study must be brought to the art, and sufficient

resources of secure space and secure time put in place to permit regular and modulated

access to the spiritual food that this highly specialized exercise provides to those who target

it. The problem comes from denying the dynamic. This leaves the practitioner open to

‘burst training’ in the internal martial arts, which is not a good thing. It isn’t good, because it



leaves the practitioner open to high and low spiking, instead of a consistent progress vector. If

the dynamic is denied: ‘there is no spiritual content; it’s exercise’, then little or no care will be

devoted to the modulation of any potential spiritual effects. They will be denied. Then, someone

will do their internal martial arts training as if they were going to the gym; not the

recommended way: regularly, daily, not too much or too little. The increase of spirit,

and the activity of the spirit can easily be seen as therapeutic effects, and they have been

appreciated in this light for many centuries. But because they are virtually esoteric to all but

practitioners, they are intrinsically risky to anyone with a family or a subordinate position in a

company. Other people won’t ‘get it’. This presents a scenario where the new enthusiastic

practitioner will be convinced he (or she) is involved in a very good thing, but most people in

the person’s entourage will have some doubts, if the spiritual effects aren’t modulated. There is

a real need to ‘hide one’s light’. Becoming familiar with spirit and ‘the spirit’ is an

important part of studying internal martial art. Spirit is one of the new media that become

available to internal martial arts students. The spirit also is one of these new media, but is used

in a different way. Study is required to understand this. Thought and The Spirit The

spirit is a key to the discipline of thought. If the spirit is weak, thought may take on a mantle of

authority all its own, and pretend to be able to run a life. In this situation, thought has eclipsed

the spirit’s role. Many people suffer from acute thinking. Some professions encourage

it. Some types of science and philosophy encourage it. Someone even thinks thinking is an

absolute value, and to challenge its status is absurd. There are many possible

attitudes towards thinking. In the context of a discussion of spiritualization through Tai Chi, two

main topics can be discussed: correction of thought’s relationship to the spirit, and the actual

spiritualization of thought. Many people will be interested in correcting thought’s relationship to

the spirit. Only a few will be interested in the spiritualization of thought. The spirit is

always working, but it can be emphasized and de-emphasized in a thousand ways. This

variegation of the spirit’s activity and function makes up much of what we know as life’s

‘changeability’. This doesn’t refer to changing external conditions: weather, health (external to

the spirit, usually), and money-wealth, but to the fact that how we ‘feel’ in one moment or

another moment can change our world quickly, profoundly, with very strong effects on people

around us. As long as a person is identified with their feelings, the changeability of their

feelings holds them somewhat hostage. In order to emerge from this situation, many thousands

of people have studied spirituality; to achieve inner freedom; at least a small freedom from the

changeability of one’s inner horizon. This changeability is increased in many cases by

committing to thought. Thought is susceptible to vagaries and wild swings. If thought is

valorized as an absolute truth-source, then a certain commitment, that adds weight to our

thought-state, is made, that can then upset a person at any turn of the road or time of day. If

thought is truth, then there are infinite streams of truth in a life, and thousands in a day. This

situation might be acceptable to a committed nihilist, but if an individual isn’t fundamentally

nihilistic, inhabiting thought as if it were a truth-source can be very stressful. As long as

the spirit is de-emphasized in favour of thought, the vicissitudes of one’s thought-state will bear

down on and against the spirit, as if thought were in an antagonistic relationship to the spirit. If

the spirit is consistently denied, and thought retained as truth-source, then the most a person

can hope for is a reasoned life. The spirit won’t emerge until thought is de-valorized, and self-

knowledge will remain information, not knowledge. This is why acceding to self-

knowledge is potentially destructive; it is a sort of super-brand within a person, compared to

what the thought-of-the-minute can muster as regards authority. Self-knowledge is real

knowledge, not rationalization about oneself. It is like a gun, compared to a few nice words.



When self-knowledge is unholstered, change happens. If it isn’t pointed, the change will remain

within oneself. If it is pointed, the relationship will change. If it is discharged, the change will be

permanent. Self-knowledge is will coursing through the spirit. It is possible to live with

self-knowledge as a strong theme, like a warrior. But most people now don’t war in any way at

all. We live mitigated by thought, civilization, manners, learning, and family values. This is

generally a good thing, because it protects our children, our women, and ourselves from the

violence that most societies live with. Yet now, all the many layers of mitigation that have been

added to our life and our behaviours have sometimes had the effect of obscuring the spirit by

emphasizing thinking. Sometimes, if the spirit is naturally strong, and nothing in a person’s life

causes doubt or profound questioning, then the spirit’s strength and security will carry the

person through, and thinking won’t become acute. Yet some other people don’t have either a

strong enough spirit, or a secure environment for their spirit, so their thinking might become

acute. This, in turn, can weaken the relationship to the spirit, causing recurrent doubt. The

alternative is to live in self-knowledge. But for that, the spirit must be functional and firmly

placed. Internal martial arts students need this sort of placement and function, or they

can’t do the work. This is why self-knowledge is a by-product of internal martial arts training:

self-knowledge is a required component of the formula for success. This implies that

dominance over one’s own thinking capacities and resources is also required; is also an

element of success. Self-knowledge, thinking, and the spirit are a tight triad at the

center of what seems like living: the flow of consciousness and our position within that flow.

Thinking and the spirit are the major poles within consciousness; some individuals standing

more on the thinking side, others standing more on the spirit side. Each side has its own

products and by-products. Thinking emphasizes the self, while the spirit emphasizes self-

knowledge. Both are required for a person to be normal, but usually, each individual will

develop as a thinker or a be-er. Much of living is about the quasi-continuous

negotiation of the self with self-knowledge; of thinking with knowing; of the extension of the

world of the mind with the realization of life. But in the present age, even this much is obscured,

because science can’t find the spirit, and can’t weigh it. Because science is the de-facto leader

of our societies, it promotes thinking as the leading light within individuals, not the spirit. This

leadership is open to questioning. All that is required is an examination of what happened and

how it happened. Nevertheless, objective understanding of this sort won’t help a bit in the re-

negotiation of one’s position in one’s own flow of consciousness. Decades of being a thinker

are tenaciously entrenched as a personal reality, and thousands of spiritual aspirants struggle

against this habit. Acceding to being as the dominant theme in one’s life-flow is a big challenge

for many people. Because being is a vital component of doing – the special doing

within internal martial arts practice – self-knowledge is also required. This amounts to

inhabiting the position of the spirit during practice, instead of the position of thinking. Will and

the Spirit The spirit is connected to the will from below, and to the thinking in front.

Some Tai Chi students refuse to obey the directions, and insist they can innovate their own

version of the art and it won’t make a difference. This is a recipe for keeping the spirit deeply

entrenched in thinking, and weakly connected to will. The directions are there for a

reason: to promote success. Refusing to obey the directions is foolhardy if success is targeted.

However, if success isn’t targeted, the students of this sort are more or less on their own, trying

to innovate their own path forward. Success in Tai Chi is a specific thing: internal

martial arts ability. Most students have no idea what this means, and they imagine it refers to

external martial arts ability because they have no clear idea, or they deny the internal school.

Almost all western Tai Chi students deny the internal school. Materialism, rationalism, science,



and the self conspire with thinking to produce a simple refusal to do that or go there. They

insist it just isn’t real, so they have to postulate their own idea of what success is.

Internal martial arts ability is based on a specific ordering of the mind: the three internal

transformations functioning in harmony. If these transformations aren’t functioning in harmony,

then the student hasn’t been successful in his or her studies. Without this set of conditions, the

art is still dysfunctional. Many benefits can be had, but as an art-form, it is

dysfunctional. Here, someone will think: ‘what am I supposed to do?’ Well, it was

always the same: suspend the head, sink the ‘chi’, raise the ‘shen’, turn the waist. When these

can all be done, the core of the art will begin to appear. Then the three external

transformations can be studied: shoulders to hips, elbows to knees, wrists to ankles. Then the

art will appear: eight techniques, five directions. Someone will think: ‘I don’t want to

learn martial art, I want to do Tai Chi!’ Then, refusing to advance, they end up with a

disconnect between their will and their spirit, and they end up staying in their thinking. This is a

very important point. If a student refuses to do martial art, will won’t connect to spirit, and the

mind can never be wielded. Any student who seeks any version of mental toning or spiritual

healing from Tai Chi should be very clear on this point: will is required. Spirit transmits

will. Spirit manifests will. Spirit connects will to intent. If a student insists on remaining passive

in their art, will will sleep. This virtually guarantees failure. Someone will be shocked at

the notion of failure in internal martial arts study, as if: ‘how can you say what success is?’

Easy. If a student never gets out of the beginning, after ten, twenty, thirty years, the project has

failed. Because of the presentation of the internal martial arts to the western world as a mild

cultural pursuit, not as martial arts, many students in the west insist on remaining passive in

their art. They simply refuse to participate actively within by claiming that no mental effort is

required. The strengthening of the linkage of will to intent to the physical body by way

of the spirit is precisely the sort of strengthening that many people seek. But many of them

think it will happen by a sort of magic, and insist on remaining passive within their art. This is

wrong. Will has to be applied to spirit and converted to intent, or the art will remain flaccid. This

is precisely why so many people think Tai Chi is nothing: so many flaccid examples.

Will itself is challenged in our civilization, along with the soul. They are connected. If a person

denies the soul, they open a horizon on which the individual is simply biology, subject to

determination by environmental forces impinging on their brain. The challenge to will would

have it that the free deployment of will is impossible. This just isn’t true. This is a clear example

of sophistry, based on the valuation of objectivity over subjectivity. In fact, this opinion affects

many people deeply, with untold effects all over the world, because of science’s promotion of

objectivity. After all, if science says we don’t have a will, and a person believes in science, how

will they use their will without challenging their belief in science? Subjectivity is simply

neglected in our civilization, and this has caused profound confusion at many levels. In

particular, in arts such as the internal martial arts, which are dependent on the free flow of

subjective energy, this neglect of this major feature of the human makeup causes a profound

weakness. This weakness can be a weak spirit, a sleeping will, or a victim’s

relationship with one’s own thinking. But in all three cases, because it is an invisible sort of

weakness, it is subject to doubt; doubt regarding the nature of the weakness, and if it is even

real at all. Clarifying the relationship of the will to the spirit is essential for the

processes of spiritualization. If will sleeps, spiritualization can’t happen. Spirit will also be

asleep. This relationship is fundamental. It has to exist, be healthy, and be capable of

modulation and use, or spiritualization can’t be applied. Will to spirit is a deep, basic connection

of spiritual energy to its source. It has to be in place. Will to spirit is like a foundation for



the whole art. But since both will and the spirit are doubted in our civilization, many students

struggle with these concepts and these experiences. The Spirit and Subjective Truth

Truth isn’t just one thing. There are specific types of truth: conditions, facts, objective truth,

subjective truth, and other, disputed truths. There is a strong tendency to include subjective

truth in the class of ‘other disputed truths’ in this present age, which devalues what people

know subjectively. Scientifically-trained people will dispute that subjective truth has any truth-

value at all. But discounting the authority of one’s own Heart has powerful consequences in a

life. In particular, discounting one’s own ability to know can have an effect on the function of the

spirit. The spirit has a powerful epistemic role in the whole human being. As a person’s

spirit gets weaker, personal knowledge gets slimmer, lighter, and flimsier. As a person

increases in spirit and their spirit grows stronger, their personal knowledge gets thicker,

heavier, and tougher. A strong spirit produces strong personal knowledge. Western

students need to make this peace within themselves: they are capable of personal knowledge

and personal action based on this knowledge. But because of science, many westerners have

stripped authority away from their spirit and re-attributed it to what their thinking can produce.

This way they become more rational. But this epistemology fails in internal martial arts study,

leaving the thinking bloated, and the spirit shriveled. Weakness of the spirit just keeps the

student in the beginning, incapable of progressing into the middle of practice. The

ability to function through spirit requires the spirit to know, do, and wield in real time in the

internal galaxy of the human mind/body environment. The spirit is like a subtle arm. It can have

been neglected for decades while biceps, abs, and thighs have been built, and as a

consequence, the spirit can be weak in an externally strong body. To strengthen this subtle

arm, it has to be exercised. This is much of what internal martial art is about: exercising the

subtle arm of volition. But if any of the links or joints of the arm is weak, the whole arm will be

weak. This is why study is required: to reveal the links so as to enable strengthening

them. This is why science and scientific rationalism may be insidious undermining

influences against correct development in the internal martial arts: they may maintain the spirit

in a state of underdevelopment by absorbing the epistemic authority of the spirit into thinking.

As a consequence, the special doing of internal martial art becomes undoable. Its basis in

spirit is too shallow, and thinking is incapable. So by default, the art is externalized by shallow

spirit-strength and fat thought-strength. Of course, this situation makes wielding the mind an

impossibility. The spirit is too weak, and the thinking has absorbed it epistemic authority,

weighting the whole mind on the thinking side, away from the spirit. In this condition, the

student can think, but not know. Generating subjective truth is one of the capacities of

the spirit. In particular, the specific type of subjective truth required to wield the mind – self-

knowledge – is generated by the spirit. Someone wants internal knowledge specifically to

generate this kind of self-knowledge. But if they deny the spirit – as all strong scientists usually

do – and insist on trying to accomplish the task through thinking – they end up refusing to

study and instead get involved in innovation; trying to generate a modernized, scientific version

of internal martial art. Are they students at all? Sort of. But because they will never be able to

wield their mind, they will have to be satisfied with an external version, and even though they

may become stronger through subtle adjustment of the body, and improve their overall body

mechanics, the overall art will remain shut to them. Thus there is a tight and essential

relationship and role centered on the spirit and subjective truth. Acceding to a regular function

of the spirit requires an epistemic shift for many western people. Many scientists refuse to do

philosophy or wrestle with philosophical issues, but if they don’t do this epistemology, they’ll

stay stuck in their thinking. The tight relationship is between the spirit’s strength and its



knowing function; its subjective truth function. The essential role is that if no truth emerges from

the spirit, no authority can be exercised over the mind, producing no profound version of

ordering or obedience. So the media of blood and energy stay sleeping, beyond

command. This need to develop the spirit’s capacity to generate subjective truth in the

internal martial arts is a profound need. Without this version of truth, these arts must remain

underpowered. The mind simply won’t focus well because it will be weighted towards thinking,

making it willing-light. This causes problems for all sorts of people. The way to solve

this issue, generally, is to study, and resist the temptation to innovate. Many students will just

hit this like a wall, as if they were being asked to change religions. Using the spirit coherently

isn’t a spirituality. It is a manifestation of ancient science (quasi-science), from a time when

science joined subject and object, subjectivity and objectivity, into one. Personal Change and

The Spirit Strengthening the spirit changes people. These changes can be of a

thousand types, from increasing ambition, opening the imagination, improving contact with

others, to nameless growth bursts at the mental or emotional level at any stage of life – youth,

mid-life, or old age. Strong people are typically more difficult to take advantage of.

Heaviness of spirit makes people stronger in the present moment, and they tend to wield

authority of a personal nature, emanating from self-knowledge. Anyone can be strong by

simply maintaining a good relationship with their spirit. This is disputed by psychology, which

claims there is no spirit, only the brain. Furthermore, there is a morality and an ethics

associated with personal strength that amounts to a set of philosophical issues surrounding the

question of what it means to be personally strong. How important is it to you to be strong?

What will you pay to be strong? What part of the relationships around you are you willing to

negotiate in order to maintain or achieve personal strength? Where is your primary set of

responsibilities – to yourself, or to others? These morals and these ethics may also be

coloured by an aesthetics deriving from one’s own culture, another culture in the environment,

from learning, or from one’s person directly. If the question of beauty and ugliness (not

prettiness) gets mixed up with the morals and ethics of being strong in the world, how can this

knotty issue by unraveled for a normal person? It becomes necessary to contemplate the

possibility of finding an inner truth-source. Even though it is discussed in the literature,

the traditional inner truth-source in the internal martial arts is virtually absent from most

discussions in English. ‘Zhong chi’ is the central energy that emerges after correct practice.

Even though it is definitely a kind of strength, it also has a deeper aspect that eclipses strength

and shines on higher aspects of life, such as integrity, sympathy, and truth-championing. When

‘zhong chi’ emerges, the student/practitioner can practice from deep within their mind, with

inner authority, and their art has a unifying as well as a strengthening function. ‘Zhong

chi’ is actually one of the clearly defined moral goals within the internal martial arts. It is

understood as a ‘human’ goal, not quite as a spiritual goal. Actually, achieving ‘zhong chi’ is

something very much like being a very good boy, but with a strong martial arts theme in the

mix. Criminals, gangsters, manipulators, con artists, and such can’t have ‘zhong chi’ because

of their morals and ethics. Neither can people who deny the spirit have ‘zhong chi’. A major

part of ‘zhong chi’ is the willing application of self-knowledge to championing inner personal

strength. If a person denies their own spirit or someone else’s spirit, they only have their

thoughts to base it on, not self-knowledge. The self, in alliance with thought, does produce a

version of authority, but a version that doesn’t resonate deeply enough to incite ‘zhong chi’. A

person can be strong, even powerful, and not have ‘zhong chi’. Some martial arts schools are

full of criminal types, who study so they can beat, bully, and intimidate as part of their

profession. But the types of strength associated with the best in martial art will always escape



them. The personal change that happens to some students (many students) is that the

central core of energy connecting the body to the mind gets strengthened, the spirit gets toned,

and the mind becomes subservient to the spirit. If a student is transitioning from a state where

the spirit is significantly sub-dominant, then a stage of person re-toning will happen, where the

spirit will gradually take over what was previously run by the powers of thought. This

transition will be mythical (and therefore not believed) in the estimation of many students,

because they have no functioning spirituality or belief in the spirit. Someone like this, who

suddenly or progressively finds themselves capable of sharply focusing their mind, and

possessed of clear self-knowledge, can be gripped by flights of personal power based on

spiking inner authority. This might seem good, but it is often destructive. Un-cut

personal authority can smash what took decades to build in a few instants. Personal authority

is based on the spirit aspect of personal strength. ‘Zhong chi’ is a strong, centered,

continuously present version of personal strength allied with personal authority and self-

knowledge. Spiking in this field isn’t good. But because part of progression is transitioning to

another type of relationship to being, spiking (bursts of energy) in the new way of being is

almost inevitable. The way to reduce spiking is to have a source of the new energies in every

24-hour cycle; some way to avoid feeling the need to pump up the new energy, because you

didn’t do it yesterday. The classic solution to this issue is to practice every day at the same

time. This avoids the spiking effect. But it will encourage the gradual transfer of authority from

thought to spirit, which is actually the major change. Negotiating this change is what

growing up in the internal martial arts is about. Some internal martial artists refuse this kind of

advancement, and never grow up. Among these people there seems to be a strong

representation of scientists, agnostics, atheists, and rationalists. After all, the internal

martial arts, when practiced at the level where they affect the spirit, are the manifestation of an

ancient Chinese quasi-science that incorporates Chinese ideas of the spirit. Confronted with

this new foreign horizon of interpretation of mind, volition, and spirit, many educated western

people simply refuse to advance towards these goals, insisting on their western model of mind.

This is understandable. They are insisting on retaining their mental and spiritual facets of their

western identity. But it often keeps these students from growing up in the internal martial arts.

Something of importance, that they need for advancing clearly and straight ahead, gets

confused with their identity, and the method for wielding the mind doesn’t get learned

well. The major aspect of personal change confronting beginners in the internal martial

arts is transitioning to spirit-dominance. This transition can have far-reaching effects in a life,

that should be modulated and perhaps mollified. Familiarization with what spirit is is an

important feature of study. The goal of ‘zhong chi’ is a viable option if the student accepts the

spirit. Personal change by shifting to spirit-dominance is a rudimentary version of

spiritualization that is available to all students. The Spirit as a Value Many of us now

don’t know the spirit. We seem to have left it behind somewhere in our progression into

modernity. Chinese people are doing the same thing as I write, but this is actually irrelevant.

History isn’t only ‘the times’, it is also ‘the possibilities’. And as students of the internal martial

arts, we should look squarely at the possibilities within our times. Spirit and The Spirit

are possible targets of practice for nearly all Tai Chi students. It suffices to understand the

topics, and then to valorize and practice appropriately. Usually, increasing spirit is done

coherently after the spirit is understood. But it can definitely happen in a haphazard way simply

by following the basic rules of practice assiduously, even if they aren’t understood. For

people who have been well-educated in the west, the spirit is very often no longer a value. The

current politically-correct agnosticism simply swamps what we know as family life, religious



heritage, traditional ethics, and standardized pursuits of happiness; producing a ‘new’ freedom

of individual expression based on materialism. Materialism and political correctness are allied.

They support and sustain each other. As soon as materialism is challenged as truth, then a

need for a replacement is felt, and an authority is called for to stand as metaphysical

touchstone. This is why the spirit has been abandoned as a value: it galvanizes the mind and

opinion because it generates subjective truths all on its own. When the spirit is strong and

healthy, it generates self-knowledge, which converts quickly to conviction, then to speech in the

public place, then to a will to the righteousness of personal truth. This is a formula for an

individual that is far from malleable. And this explains why the emergence from a thinking-

dominated state should be tempered with compassion; to avoid needless, passionate conflict,

and to avoid righteousness. Many will question this questioning of righteousness. This

is simply a recognition that imposing the right, in the absence of compassion, is often the

imposition of an idea, not any sort of transformative act that might produce the right. The

imposition of the idea of the right, as an act, might very well never produce the right, while a

focus on producing the right, while necessarily functioning at a human – not a corporate or

administrative – scale, may very well produce the right. This is a big difference. This

issue in question: spirit as a value, is an individual issue that ramifies naturally onto the lives of

the people around us. If the powers of spirit are allowed to run unbridled out of control in a life,

led by ideas, ideation, the world of ideas, the world of the mind, the great world of learning,

etc., then righteousness can result, as if the spirit had delivered the person up onto his or her

special and private soap-box, with a license to preach; to wield the mace of truth in the world,

near or far. The maces of truth and compassion are radically different, even though

they feed off each other in strange ways, and some claim they are the same. Preaching to a

starving man is radically different from feeding him. In the realm of Tai Chi practice, this

has direct application. Showing up for real as a practitioner in one’s own mind is radically

different from practicing the features of the art as a formula. Showing up means inhabiting

one’s own spirit. Practising the formula means staying in thinking; inhabiting thinking. These

two approaches produce radically different results. Energy and transformative influences can

be had from practising the formula, but if thinking is still used, it can absorb the energies and

convert into righteousness. But if the spirit is a value in practice, the spirit, not the thinking, gets

improved and emphasized, with different results. The spirit is naturally compassionate. The

thinking is not. These two are radically different values. It would be nice, and

convenient, to say that all students should opt for the spirit as an inner value over thinking; and

this is part of the classic doctrine of the internal martial arts. But the facts on the ground; the

actual conditions of the western populations, are that the western people inhabit their thinking

habitually, and barely believe in the spirit at all. This makes it difficult to promulgate even the

idea of the spirit, let alone the practice of the spirit. When the spirit is adopted as an

inner value, and emphasized and strengthened during each ‘realized’ Tai Chi practice session,

then it won’t take long before subjective truth(s) begins to emerge as a result of the gradual

domination of the spirit over the thinking capacity. But if a person then opts to occupy a pulpit,

instead of a set of work-boots, as a medium for their new-found spirit-strength, the results can

be uncertain. Families can blow up if insufficient compassion is used to water down the rich

liquor of subjective truth. A person emerging from a decades-long (or forever-long)

state of spiritual flaccidity can suddenly feel a new blood, as new energy, a new mind, and a

new body tingling ready for life; all from regular Tai Chi practice. But a man of sixty can be prey

to the same adolescent foibles that derail so many lives: insouciance, impulsiveness,

shallowness. Flush with the raw liquor of the spirit in flower, anyone can be as dumb as a



sixteen-year-old. To avoid this, rule-following is the answer. Avoid burst-training. Spiking of the

spirit energy is not good. Internal martial arts practice isn’t about feeling ‘highs’. It is about a

sustained vector of progress. The spirit as a value is an orientation within the art and

within each practice session. It implies that the spirit has been admitted as a reality and

adopted as the basis for a mental method that is positioned above thinking. This position is

necessary for wielding the mind and brain. The problem associated with opening the spirit

strength is the temptation to impose personal truth on the world, which regularly destroys

families. The antidote to this problem is the fostering of compassion over ideation. The Function

of Silence in Spiritualization Silence is part of Tai Chi practice. Yes, it is true that every

day all over China at 7:00 a.m. a loudspeaker projecting the same woman’s voice and the

same Chinese music is the beginning of what most people think of as Tai Chi practice. But

silence is the real background of correct practice – not music or ocean sounds. And this refers

not only to ambient sound in the environment, but primarily to internalized sound, and

especially to internalized voice. Internalized voicing is an act. Because it is discrete

and sometimes continuous, it isn’t well-recognized as an act, but it is. And as an act, it absorbs

both attention and mental energy. Reducing internalized voicing to nil is part of Tai Chi practice

at the end of the beginning stage of Tai Chi development. When this is done, inner

silence pertains, and a new sort of work can be begun. The mental ability to shut off voicing

won’t be perfect in the beginning of this sort of practice; it will be quiet for a bit, then chatty for a

bit, but eventually it will be possible to stay internally silent for significant spaces of

time. Inner silence changes things significantly. It changes the body, the breath, the

mind, and the play of volition. Inner silence represents a new set of circumstances in which a

student can develop. These new circumstances are a new set of conditions imposed

on our human apparatus: mind and body. It is seldom appreciated that the action of voicing

continuously imposes a set of ‘frames’ on what we can do and who we can be, but this is very

close to the truth. The noise in our mind, for all that it might be continuous and often irrelevant,

is a powerfully potent noise, that keeps us in these ‘frames’. Once the frames are released, the

conditions they imposed are also released. This causes three profound changes: in the

skeleton, in the mind, in the breath. The change in the skeleton happens to the whole

skeleton simultaneously. There is no piece-meal effect. It is as if a switch were thrown. This

doesn’t mean there aren’t progressive effects on the skeleton from subsequent practice. This

refers to the effect of transitioning to inner silence on the skeleton. It is true that some

good masters can stay in inner silence, or transition to inner silence instantaneously, at will.

This makes their skeleton available to them. This is simply a question of being able to access

their physical and energetic body easily and without any impediment deriving from stiffness. A

good level of development requires the practitioner to be able to manage silence effectively,

otherwise the middle level of the art – the bulk of the art – remains bound in stiffness.

The change in the mind is that inner silence snuffs the self. This will challenge a few

practitioners. Existing without a self can be a shock in this way; a sudden shift of ontic

parameters that wasn’t foretold. The self is a set of being-posts, being-fences, and being-

boundaries that gets us into living and through life. It is an essential ingredient of maturation

into adulthood. Only some adults end up going beyond, or even challenging in any way the

parameters of being that the self presents back to our core. In many or most cases, the self

represents a sort of truth for each individual, with no hint of option attached. Shifting into inner

silence reveals the self as a set of clothes – a simple convenience that joins us to our place in

history and our set of circumstances, yet which reveals an inner person having different

properties than the self. Of course, the self clothes the inner person, so there is never a self



existing without an inner person inhabiting it, yet there can very well be an inner person un-

clothed by a self. One of the un-told features of inner practice (of which Tai Chi practice is a

type) is that it provides an abstract space in which a person may lay aside their self, and

practice as their person. This dynamic, though it is a consequence of the shift to inner

silence, is but the creation of a new mental space for the practitioner: gym 2, whereas the

person with self is gym 1. It is inconsequential to look around and wonder at the hundreds of

acquaintances who know nothing of gym 2. If a Tai Chi or internal martial arts practitioner can

make the transition to gym 2 – the mind and body in silence – then it is almost a travesty if he

doesn’t do it. If a woman gets this far, and confronts her identity, be clear; power is feminine as

well as masculine. The effect of practising in silence is another thing entirely. In

particular, it may give the student a strong taste of living beyond the veil of the self and all its

conventions. It won’t be like being a member of an elite club, but it will be a set of knowledge

unshared with friends, family, and (very likely) one’s spouse. Some people want this knowledge

specifically, and struggle to get it. But once the hegemony of the ontic boundaries we all share

is breached, and our relationship to those boundaries is no longer exclusive, we have stepped

beyond a subtle pale, and this can have far-reaching effects.
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